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Abstract 
This paper focuses on the application of an original engineering global optimization algorithm, based on matrixing operators, positive semi-
definite transformation and DE algorithm, for the resolution of constrained optimization problem for credit derivative correlation relationships. 
Results are analyzed confirming their efficiencies from a financial point view. 
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1. Introduction  
Like fix-income derivative is used to hedge interest risk, credit derivative can be used to reallocate default risk of 
credits. Apparently, due to economic cycles or firm interactions, defaults tend to cluster or correlation together. 
Although, it is still of interest to mine the correlation data empirically, using market data like quoted Collateralized 
Debt Obligation(CDO) premium is becoming popular. However, the correlation relationship between credits is 
quoted premiums highly non-linear function, which makes it extremely difficult to price and hedge co-movement 
credit derivative. And approximation the correlation is a significant step to manage coupled-risks[1]. Therefore, one 
needs efficient global optimization techniques to search optimal results like literature[2]. In literatures, many works 
deal with correlation relationship in-sensitively to market prices information[3], ignoring evolving financial 
environments. 
In this paper, we concentrate on the application of a new global optimization technique for extracting correlation 
relationships between defaultable credits, using market prices information more directly. This method is based on 
the DE algorithm[4] and matrix positive define transformation. The portfolio consider here comes from literature [5] 
and compared to the literature [6].  
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Section 2 provides background on CDO and describes the optimization problem. Section 3 discuss the correlation 
matrix domain, present our matrix positive define transformation. Section 4 compare and analysis the results. 
Section 5 concludes the paper. 
2. Problem Description  
In this section, we present the class of credit derivative we consider and the problem we intend to solve. 
2.1.  Collateralized Debt Obligation 
Collateralized Debt Obligation offers a family of securities with widely different risk profiles, ranging from very 
safe to highly speculative. We hereafter describe the fundamental idea and present its most basic form through Fig. 1. 
in sake of brevity. 
Basically, a CDO structure is constructed based on a reference pool of assets, which can consist of a diversified 
group of credit instruments. These instruments are subjected to credit risk and may result in minor or major losses 
within the collateral pool, depending on the recovery rate after default. CDO tranches offer the opportunity to buy 
and sell protection from certain a fraction of these losses. In Fig. 1, a CDO structure is created by “tranching out” 
credit losses on the reference pool into three types of securities: (1) an equity tranche, whose upper attachment point 
is 7% of the maximum loss in the reference portfolio; (2) a mezzanine tranche, whose attachment points are 7 – 25%; 
and (3) a senior tranche, whose lower attachment point is 25%. 
 
Fig. 1. Basic CDO structure, three tranches: (1) an equity tranche, 0 – 7% sold 35%; (2) a mezzanine tranche, 7 – 25% sold 15% (3) a senior 
tranche, 25 – 100% sold 6%. 
Take the equity tranche as an example, and the rest is similar. The equity tranche absorbs the first 7% of the losses 
in the underlying pool. The holders of the equity tranche are paid a fixed rate specific to this tranche – 35% 
according to Fig. 1 – based on the outstanding nominal on the tranche. That is to say, the equity tranche holders 
initially are paid a return of 35% of the whole amount they invested (7% of the total bond principal). But suppose 
that, at time T1, losses of 2% have been incurred (the grey stripe in Fig. 1), then at the subsequent coupon date the 
equity tranche holders will be paid 35% of the remaining tranche notional (the unflooded portion in the equity 
tranche). 
Since the underlying pool has a nature connection, generally the credits belonging to the same corporation or the 
same industry, one default may impact or accelerate other defaults. This correlation affects the premiums 
significantly. Conversely, we can use the significant tie between the premiums and the default correlation to derive 
the correlation relationship, usually a correlation coefficient matrix. 
2.2. The Optimization Problem 
Suppose for the moment that we know the tranches premiums of an actively traded CDO, just like the structure we 
refer to. Our purpose is to derive a correlation coefficient matrix6 that implied by premiums of the three tranches 
simultaneously. Denote the equity, mezzanine and senior tranche market premium as , ,em mm sms s s , respectively. To 
measure the quality of an obtained correlation matrix6 , we first price the CDO using the correlation matrix6 . 
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When we get the tranche spreads      , ,e m ss s s6 6 6 , and then compare them to the market values. The goal is 
to find a correlation matrix such that the corresponding spreads matched, measured by some cost functions. The 
optimization problem discussed in this study is rather complex because the search space is high dimensional, multi-
modal and the objective function is non-linear, non-differentiable and discontinuous. Usually, 
the , ,em mm sms s s and      , ,e m ss s s6 6 6 are obtained via Monte Carlo simulation. The typical simulation 
algorithm can be found in literatures [7-9]. 
Consider the function  costf 6 which measures the sum of the relative absolute deviation of the obtained tranche 
spreads from the target premiums: 
 
       1 e e m m s s
e m s
s s s s s s
f
s s s
6  6  6 6   
 (1) 
The cost function can also be found in literature [6]. Ironically, the credit risk of credit derivative itself is becoming 
increasingly serious; most CDO investors declare that the products should be over collateralized. Some underwrites 
keep all or a part of the equity tranche for themselves. So, we should specify some weight for different tranches, and 
then we get another potential cost function: 
 
             2 e e m m s se e m m s s
e m s
s s s s s s
f d a d a d a
s s s
6  6  6 6      
 (2) 
where , , , ,i ia d i e m s is the tranches attachment point and detachment point, respectively. We should investigate 
the impact of the objective functions to the correlation matrix. 
With the two cost functions, in our population based DE algorithm with O  individuals, we neglect the overall 
performance of a certain generation and just consider the best individual in respective generation. The objective 
function registers the quality of the best individual that has been generated so far. Let  h t denote the objective 
function at time t and let ,k W6 denote the thk individual in generationW , ^ ` ^ `1, , , 1, ,k tO W  . Consequently, 
the objective function, that has to be minimized, is 
 
  ^ ` ^ `   ,1, , , 1, ,min kk th t f WO W  6 . (3) 
3. The Search Domain 
Apparently, the objective function is defined on correlation matrixes. The matrices are symmetrical whose 
elements lying in > @1,1 . And the main diagonal of the matrix is one. But, for the purpose of pricing credit 
derivatives, the matrices should be positive semi-definite[10], called correlation matrixes. So, we use the positive 
semi-definite matrices6 as phenotype. And in this section we’ll review the correlation matrix contained in market 
price model and improve the main deficiency of literature[6], which is the algorithm cannot guarantee its correlation 
matrix is positive semi-definite. 
The one factor copula model is a way of modeling the joint defaults of n different obligors. The structure was first 
applied to credit derivatives by [7]. To generate the one-factor model for dependent default times, the first step is to 
define variables  1ix i nd d by 
 21i i i ix a M a Z    
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where M and the iZ have independent probability distributions with mean zero and standard deviation one. The 
variable ix can be thought of as a default indicator variable for the
thi obligor; the lower the value of the variable, the 
earlier a default is likely to occur. Each ix has two stochastic components. The first, M , is the same for all ix , while 
the second, iZ is an idiosyncratic component affecting only ix . So, the correlation matrix of the one-factor price 
model can be summarize as 
   1i jij a a i ji jz­6  ®  ¯  
Usually i ja a , so semi-analytic results can be given. Apparently, the flat matrix is not able to capture the reliable 
dependence due to the heterogeneity of the underlying credits and their default times. Despite its simplicity and 
elegant semi-analytic results, the model can’t reflect market opinion closely because the persistent implied 
correlation smile[11]. But, using Monte Carlo simulation, one can go step further. The dependence structure can be 
chosen that the resulting tranche prices are concordant with observed market prices, respectively, or such that the 
observed correlation smile is reproduced[12]. 
In the literature[6], Hager proposed a genetic algorithm(GA) using the factors to deriving a heterogeneity correlation 
matrix. A row vector   > @1, , 1,1 ni i naU      was used as real-valued genotype. According to the literature[6], 
the initial population consists of randomly generated vectors U . Although an arbitrary vector automatically leads to 
a symmetric matrix, they are not guaranteed to be positive semi-definite. And the way the literature handled 
constraints is not proper, which it simply replace 1iU ! with 1r , respectively. The reason, we conjecture, is the 
genotype and its evolution operator cannot guarantee the matrix is positive semi-definite. In the following, we’ll 
propose a new operator to guarantee the symmetric matrixes are positive semi-definite. 
It is intuitively clear that here might be combination of tranche spreads than can’t be reproduced by any correlation 
matrix if using vector as genotype. Because not all correlation matrixes can be presented in row vectors multiply. In 
general there can be more than one correlation matrix leads to the respective tranche market premiums[12]. 
Constrained by coding and decoding step of GA, there isn’t a proper genotype for GA to search the symmetric 
positive semi-definite matrix domain more thoroughly. 
However, there is a more directly genotype, the correlation matrixes themselves, if we can guarantee the matrix 
always positive semi-definite and avoid the coding and decoding step. 
The DE global optimization algorithm circumvents all the limitation of GA by using real number directly, avoiding 
coding and decoding step. Here, we present the detail of the algorithm and propose the positive semi-definite 
operator to guarantee that very step of the evolution is in the search domain.  
Using correlation matrix U as genotype, DE algorithm approximate the solution of (3) through stochastic process 
based on an analogy with the evolution of species: a set of randomly generated possible 
solution ^ `0 , 1, ,l pl NU U 6   in the search space6 , called ‘population’; the elements of the set called 
‘individuals’ is also starting point of the DE algorithm. From this population, we build recursively genN new 
populations, called generations, ^ `, 1, ,il pl NU U 6  with 1, , geni N through three stochastic steps, 
called mutation, crossover and selection. Below, we present DE following the steps to get solution, proposing our 
scheme. 
The search domain is correlation matrixes space, which constituted by symmetric, positive semi-definite matrixes. 
One should find a way to generate random symmetric, positive semi-definite matrixes. 
The starting point is the well-known result from linear algebra that every n nu  matrix M given by  
 TM W W  (4) 
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for any n nW R u is positive semi-definite and conversely, every positive semi-definite matrix n nM R u can be 
decomposed as (4). So, the random positive semi-definite matrix can be generated by random n nW R u . Although 
the matrix one gets now is positive semi-definite matrix, they are not correlation matrix yet. The main diagonal of 
the matrixes is not eye, and the elements are not less or equal than one. The unitization should be done and keep the 
positive semi-definite property. Multiply theW by a diagonal matrix whose elements are square sum ofW columns 
will achieve this results, and the Cauchy inequality will guarantee other elements less or equal than one.  
So, the initialization can be summarized as following step: 
Step 1: random generate matrixes n nW R u  
Step 2: unitization the matrixes by X W N u , with the diagonal scaling matrix X  
 
1
2
2: i ij
j
X x w
ª º « »¬ ¼¦  
Step 3: generate correlation matrixes TX X6   
All constrains which correlation matrixes subjected are guaranteed by the well-know linear algebra result and the 
Cauchy inequity. The method presented here can be efficiently and easily implemented in MATLAB.  
When the initial population has been setup, the following is evolution which is completed mainly by mutation and 
crossover operator. Choosing different evolution strategy, the mutation origin is different. Similar to the GA’s elite 
strategy, DE’s mutation origin has two categories: random strategy and elite strategy. But, the basic mutation 
operator is based on the formula (5) 
  1 2 31i i i il r r rFU U U U     (5) 
with random indexes ^ `1 2 3, , 1,2, , pr r r N , integer, mutually different and 0F ! . F is a real and constant 
factor belongs to > @0,2 which controls the amplification of the differential variation  2 3i ir rU U . The two mutation 
operators are different from the origin
1
i
rU . If 1irU is randomly chose from the population, the operator is called 
random strategy. If
1
i
rU is the best in the generation, according to the cost function, the operator is called elite 
strategy. And there is a constraint should be handled: when 1ilU  has element whose absolute value great than one, it 
should be switched with a randomly chose ilU . And according to literature [13], the negative elements are all set to 
their absolute values.  
The crossover operator is different from the traditional operation, too. Since the genotype is matrix, the crossover 
operator should also be matrixing. The crossover operation can be constructed as follow: 
Step 1: generate a random n nu matrix Ccwhose elements between zero and one; 
Step 2: compare ijc with crossover rate cr : 
 
1
0
ij
ij
ij
c cr
c
c cr
t­ ® ¯
 
Step 3: choose the upper triangular matrix to form a symmetric matrix C ; 
Step 4: cross over: 
  1 1. 1 .i i il l lC CU U U  u   u  
Operator .umeans respective elements multiply. 
After so many operations, although the correlation matrix is still symmetric with all elements belonging to > @0,1 , 
they cannot all be positive semi-definite. They may have negative eigenvalues. Generally speaking, we can 
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transform the new generated symmetric matrix into an approximated correlation matrix Uˆ under a suitable error 
measure[ ,  
 ˆ[ U U   
bearing highly resemblance to the target matrix U . Naturally, the elementwise sum of squares of errors in the sorted 
sets of eignvalues of U and Uˆ  
  22 ˆeigenvalues i i
i
F O O ¦  
is a directly choice. Apparently, the above suggestion is not the only one and various other choices are conceivable. 
If, in particular, a risk manager felt that certain portions of the target correlation matrix U should be recovered with 
particularly high accuracy, then correspondingly large weights could be assigned to the relative elements. 
This method is based on the idea that the set of eigenvalues is the most significant criterion to be preserved in a 
matrix when we amend it to meet certain constraints, which is also know as principal component analysis. It is 
particularly useful approach for the given problem since the violated constraint itself is negative eigenvalues. So, for 
a certain symmetric matrix U , given the right-hand-side eigensystem S and its associated set of 
eigenvalues^ `iO such that 
  with diag iS SU Ou  u/ /   
Define the non-zero elements of the diagonal matrix c/ as 
 
0
:
0 0
i i
i
i
O OO O
t­c c/  ® ¯
 
If the target matrix U is not positive semi-definite, it has at least one negative eigenvalue, whence at least one of 
theOcwill be zero. Also, define the non-zero elements of the diagonal scaling matrixT with respect to the 
eigensystem S by 
 
1
2: i im m
m
T t s O
ª ºc « »¬ ¼¦  
Now, let 
 SUc c /  
and 
 B T T SUc c  /  
For normalized row vectors of S , the truncation of the negative eigenvalues results in row vectors of Uc that are not 
of unit one. This is rectified by the aid of matrixT which contains the required normalization factors. By 
construction 
 ˆ TBBU   
is now both positive semi-definite and has unit diagonal elements, since its elements are 
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2 2
ˆij kl pnik lm mn pjklmnp
i il l jl j
l
il jl l
l
im m ik k
m k
T s s T
t s s t
s s
s s
U
O
O
O O
c c / /
c 
c
 c c
¦
¦
¦
¦ ¦
 
All we left here is judging the quality of the correlation matrix, according to cost function (1) and(2). The main 
variables in the two cost functions are , ,e m ss s s , so one should price the CDO tranches. Due to the arbitrary 
correlation matrix, the only method can be used is Monte Carlo simulation. This is not the point of the research, we 
suggest literature [7], [8] and [9]. In our optimization problem, low values of cost function (1) and(2) stand for high 
quality. 
4. Experimental Settings and Results 
We consider two cases of suitable termination conditions. Naturally, reaching the optimum of the objective function 
with a certain precision should be used as stopping condition. Therefore, we stop our algorithm as soon as the 
objective function falls below a predefined value. Furthermore, we terminate the DE when the total number of 
function evaluations reaches a given limit. To assess the potential of our approach, we work with simulated data. We 
compare the performance of cost function (1) and (2) with different mutation strategy and different populations.  
We consider a CDO that consists of three tranches. The respective attachment and detachment levels are 0% - 5%, 
5% - 15%, 15% - 100%. We assume the underlying is a homogeneous pool of 10 names with equal unit nominal. 
The default intensity of each obligor is 1%, the recovery rate is 40%. The time to maturity is 5 years. The interest 
rate is 4%. We suppose that the premium is 802.2 bps (basis points), 204.4 bps and 9.0 bps. All the data comes from 
literature [6], in order to compare the results. 
Our goal is to find a correlation matrix that reproduces all three tranche premiums simultaneously. The DE 
population sets 15. The total number of function evaluations is 50. The predefined error tolerance is 1%. And the 
crossover probability is 0.9 and the mutation factor is 1.1333[4]. 
To make sure that we obtain reliable results, we repeat each implementation 30 times. We compare the mean value 
of the objective functions over the 30 runs. Our focus is on the decline of the objective function in the course of the 
generations and the cost function effect. To compare the performance of the different mutation strategies consider 
Fig. 2. It shows the average values of the objective functions for different implementations. 
First we compare the random mutation and elite mutation under cost function (1) and (2) to analyze the search space, 
respectively. Basically, the two mutation strategy is both rather efficient in high dimensional search spaces. 
Compare to literature[6], our algorithm achieve convergence more quickly, which only needs 60 iterations. Through 
Fig 2.A and 2.B, the convergence is persistent under both cost functions, which indicates that our algorithm is robust 
under both cost functions and mutation strategies. But, the value of the cost function (2) is lower than the value of 
the cost function (1), which suggest that we should use cost function (2) to asses the quality of the correlation 
matrixes. 
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Fig. 2. Convergences of different mutation strategies: (A) convergence of cost function (1); (B) convergence of cost function (2) 
After we discuss the efficiency and robustness of the algorithm, we’ll verify the effect of the different cost function 
and different mutation strategy to the correlation matrixes. The final correlation matrixes are list in Fig. 3. Under the 
same cost functions, the differences between mutation strategies are list in (E) and (H). Under the same mutation 
strategy, the differences between cost functions are list in (I) and (J). 
The mean of the (E), (H), (I) and (J) is -0.0020, -0.0081, -0.0587 and -0.0648, respectively. The minus suggest that 
cost function (1) will get lower correlations than cost function (2). This is corresponding with over-collateralized. 
And the mean of (E) and (H) is lower than (I) and (J)’s indicate that under the same cost function, the mutation has 
little effect on the results ((E) and (H)). But, under the same mutation, the cost function has some effect on the 
results ((I) and (J)). However, the means are all around zeros, which imply that our method to derive correlation 
matrixes is robust under different situations. 
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Fig. 3. Exemplary correlation matrixes of different cost functions and different mutation strategies; the difference between the results is elements 
to elements  
5. Experimental Settings and Results 
In this study we used the concept of Difference Evolution algorithm to derive possible correlation structures of the 
underlying of a traded CDO from market tranche premiums. These dependence structures can be used to price off-
market products with the same underlying as the CDO and manage copula-risk. We discuss the effect of different 
cost function and mutation strategy. According to the simulation results, we suggest that the cost function (2) and 
elite mutation evolution strategy should be used. 
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